DigiKnow…
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Accenture and governments around the world team up to tackle the digital needs of citizens

A digital world demands digital government. No matter their different cultures and different challenges. Accenture brings digital expertise to governments around the world. Tailoring solutions to help them better serve their citizens. Here are just some of their journeys to digital transformation.

DigiKnow…
In the United States, we are helping the Seattle Police with data analytics to oversee investigations. And have helped Massachusetts case workers use mobile devices in the field. In the UK, you’ll witness our biometrics solution at Heathrow Airport, helping to conduct swift and secure border clearance.

DigiKnow…
We help keep the streets safe, as well as the skies: working with West Midlands Police to support its digital policing program and with London Metropolitan Police to identify suspects through predictive analytics. In France, our video analytics help to improve safety at the Grande Braderie de Lille – Europe’s largest flea market. Applying the same technologies in Mons, to help safeguard the 2015 Capital of Culture.

DigiKnow…
In Malawi, Chad and Thailand, we helped the UN refugee agency implement a biometrics solution to more quickly process refugees and protect their identities. In Singapore the government predicts crowd behavior through video analytics and enriches the experience of art fans at the National Gallery through an immersive app. the Tax Office in Australia, has boosted its ability to “speak” to clients digitally.

We’ve helped our clients achieve digital transformations around the world. Where will your journey to digital transformation take you?
To learn more, visit www.accenture.com/publicservice